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BEST EVENT

Brands2Life
PESTAURANT - The world’s 
first pest only restaurant

“The legacy for this event was 
obvious. What started as a pop 
up shop in London is now a 
global phenomenon. The team 
gave this brave subject matter 
of pest control a talkability 
factor. A close client relationship 
enabled innovative collaboration 
which has lead to this initiative 
being rolled out worldwide. It 
has captured the imagination of 
internal stakeholders and Rentokil 
are now taking an ambassadorial 
role as they deliver their own 
Pestaurants locally. Brands2Life 
overcame challenges such as 
developing the supply chain and 
finding a location suitable for 
feeding Londoners with edible 
bugs. All of this was achieved with 
a limited budget and an obvious 
focus on return on investment.”

Brief and objectives

Brands2Life was challenged to drive 
talkability and improve brand engagement 
in a creative and innovative way that 
celebrated Rentokil’s 85 years of providing 
pest control expertise in the UK.

Strategy and tactics

Rentokil serves both the commercial 
and residential markets and we needed 
to reach both professionals AND 
householders. Several factors and key 
pieces of insight inspired our creative 
strategy: the popularity of survival experts 
such as Ray Mears and Bear Grylls, ITV’s 
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here; the 

World Health Authority’s research into 
insect protein as a solution to global food 
shortages; and the rise in popularity of 
pop-up restaurants and street food.

Innovation & creativity

Creativity needed to be at the heart of our 
campaign to appeal to both professionals 
and householders. Inspired by the rise 
in pop-up restaurants and street food as 
well as the World Authority’s research into 
insect protein as a solution to global food 
shortages and the popularity of Ray Mears; 
Bear Grylls and I’m Celebrity Get Me Out 
of Here! we created the world a first. 
Serving up barbecued pigeon burgers, 
salt and vinegar crickets and chocolate 

dipped insects was a brave move for 
such a brand, but the creative idea 
was perfectly pitched. The Pestaurant 
resonated with the public with over 
3000 people coming to the event and 
successfully putting Rentokil in the 
nation’s consciousness.

Implementation

We created a world-first, and one day 
only ‘Pop-up Pestaurant’ on 15 August 
2013, serving an array of food made from 
animals that Rentokil is better known for 
exterminating.

This included barbecued pigeon burgers, 
salt and vinegar crickets and chocolate-
dipped insects (for those brave enough 
to give it a try). Rentokil experts manned 
the stand to hand out edible bugs, 
engage the public and brief the media. 
They were armed with facts about 
the nutritional benefits of insects and 
answered any pest control queries from 
the assembled crowd. These insights 
created valuable content for both news 
and feature stories.



Bringing the concept to life 
involved: Creating the Pestaurant 
branding

• Creating an edible pest menu and 
hiring chefs to BBQ the pigeon 
burgers

• Scouring London for the perfect 
venue – iconic and happy to 
entertain a free-of- charge pop-up 
alongside existing traders (not 
as easy as it sounds). One New 
Change, in the shadow of St Paul’s 
Cathedral, fitted the bill perfectly

• Managing contracts, liability 
insurance, risk assessments, health 
& safety consultations, floor plans

• Designing and producing branded 
menus, gazebos, banners, flyers 
and t-shirts

Crucially, Brands2Life designed and 
delivered a media strategy pre, during 
and post launch day that secured 
widespread coverage across listings pages 
and websites, including a page three 
splash in the Evening Standard, a write-up 
in Time Out and a standalone article from 
Stylist ahead of the event, all of which 
drove footfall on the day.

Research, planning, 
measurement and evaluation

Pestaurant engaged the media, busy 
professionals during lunch hour and 
members of the public. It even attracted 
chefs from Gordon Ramsay’s neighbouring 
Bread Street Kitchen. With no pre-
promotion other than PR coverage, more 
than 3000 people came to sample the 
food on offer in London. We had visitors 
queuing from the moment we opened at 
10am through to when Pestaurant closed 
six hours later.

The event was such a success in engaging 
customers, media and the public that we 
quickly took the Pestaurant on the road. 
Despite a cold, wet day in Edinburgh 
Brands2Life attracted a further 1000 
intrepid Scots.

In both locations, people were intrigued 
about the pigeon burgers and insects on 
offer, and the world’s print and broadcast 
media were there to capture their 
reactions.

To date, the Pestaurant has been covered 
in more than 20 different countries, 
garnering over 450 pieces of press 
coverage across the globe.

Notable coverage secured in the 
UK included:

• 18 national articles including: BBC 
Online, The Sun, The Daily Mail, The 
Guardian, The Express, Metro, The 
Herald and The Scotsman

• Four stand out pieces in the Evening 
Standard pre and post event which 
crucially drew people to Pestaurant

• Lifestyle media including: Stylist 
and Time Out

• Broadcast interviews with STV, and 
further coverage on Kiss and LBC

International coverage included

• A three-minute, stand-alone feature 
on Brazilian Global TV with a reach 
of 30 million

• Broadcast interviews with NZTV 
News, New Delhi TV, XIN Singapore, 
Bloomberg Business Week (USA), 
NBC 9 and BFMTV in France

• Notable print coverage included: 
The Australian, The New Zealand 
Herald, XIN.msn, Sina and Now 
News Seoul

Social buzz

• On 15th August we trended 
on Twitter, with over 2000 
mentions delivering an estimated 
impression of 58.7 million based 
on the following of all those who 
tweeted or retweeted ‘Rentokil’ 
or ‘Pestaurant’ in the August 
timeframe.

Web traffic

• Rentokil’s UK website saw a 22% 
uplift in web traffic on the day of 
the London Pestaurant launch.

Brand engagement

• On a typical day, Rentokil’s 
technicians get to meet five or six 
customers. Pestaurant enabled 
them to meet thousands of 
potential customers in an informal 
and entertaining context. At least 
half of the visitors to the stand 
took away a goodie bag with 
fridge magnets, practical advice 
guides and a hotline number for 
Rentokil should they encounter 
any pest problems. It’s too early 
to fully evaluate the impact on 
sales, but in terms of engagement 
Pestaurant delivered.



In 2014 we are planning to tour nine 
more UK cities and there are plans for 
Pestaurant events in Australia, Brazil, 
Germany, Lithuania, South Africa and the 
US. To ensure these run smoothly, the 
Brands2Life team has created a ‘toolkit’ 
for regional offices and agencies to put 
together their own Pestaurant.

‘Pestaurant’ has given the Rentokil 
brand an engaging way to interact with 
stakeholders in all walks of life. As well as 
London and Edinburgh, events have been 
run at the Science Museum, Stanmore 
College and a number of Rentokil offices 
to help engage employees.

‘Pestaurant’ is now a registered 
trademark of Rentokil in the EU, and 
applications for a global trademark are in 
progress.

Budget and cost effectiveness

Budget: £50k total

Pestaurant marks a step change in how 
Rentokil communicates with customers 
worldwide. The original concept delivered 
global media coverage, hands on brand 
engagement and social buzz. Now 
trademarked Pestaurant will travel the 
globe helping Rentokil to engage with 
customers and influencers in a simple, 
playful, pop-up format. For a modest 
outlay the sheer creativity of the campaign 
has delivered an impressive and lasting 
global impact.




